
We introduced this series of articles
emphasizing that the proficiency re-
quirements of the pilot, to remain in his/
her safe flight envelope, may change
dramatically with different machines
and flight environments.  We also dis-
cussed that a gyro’s controllability is not
necessarily related to its stability or its
maneuverability (agility).  We empha-
sized that the stability of the airframe
may not necessarily relate to the stabil-
ity of the whole gyro/pilot system, but
that the stability of the airframe may
dramatically alter the controllability
and pilot proficiency requirements to
maintain or restore stability of the whole
machine.  This month, in order to fur-
ther appreciate that every machine is a
complex interaction of numerous  fac-
tors, we will begin discussion of the im-
portant subjects of  STATIC factors of
CG, CD, Propeller Thrustline, and
Horizontal Stabilizers.  These are the
factors that initially establish the flight
dynamics or ultimate stability of the
gyro/pilot system – which, in turn, ulti-
mately effect your personal proficiency
requirements to safely fly that machine.

(CG), (CD), Thrust Vectors,
Horizontal Stabilizers and

Static Moments
Now here’s a fun subject, probably

fraught with the most rancor and misun-
derstanding of any gyro subject.  But,
these factors are of vi-
tal importance to the un-
derstanding of your per-
sonal safety envelope in
your machine because
these factors can cause
a normally meek and
mild machine to be a
handful and even dan-
gerous in certain
environments—espe-

cially at high speeds and/or in turbulence.
Let’s start with some Discussion of
Terms:

Moment:
A moment is a force acting on a mo-

ment arm to rotate the airframe around
one of its axis.  This is called torque and
is the multiplied product of the force (in
pounds) times the moment arm (in
inches).  In this discussion we are pri-
marily interested in pitching moments
that will cause the nose of the airframe
to pitch upward or downward, around
its lateral axis.  The stronger the force
and/or the longer the moment arm, the
faster or more forcefully the airframe will
try to pitch up or down.  There are gen-
erally several moments acting on the gyro
airframe at one time, all with different
forces and with different moment arms.
The various moments are constantly
changing with varying airspeed, power
settings, wind gusts, etc.   In this install-
ment, we will discuss the STATIC mo-
ments that STATICALLY establish the
flight deck angle and longitudinal posi-
tion of the CG.

Static Moments:
The sum of the STATIC moments

acting on the airframe are important be-
cause they cause the CG to be positioned
longitudinally relative to the Rotor
Thrust Vector.   This relative position will

change the control and dynamic re-
sponses of the whole machine and may
lead to very adverse responses of the
machine—to both control inputs from the
pilot and wind gusts acting on the ma-
chine.

When the airframe is steady and not
trying to pitch upward or downward (not
necessarily level), the sum of all moments
acting on the airframe are equal to zero
— as much torque trying to pitch it up
as is trying to pitch it down.  If the sum
of the moments or torque is not balanced,
the airframe will start to rotate or pitch
upward or downward until the sum of
the moments are again statically bal-
anced.

The important STATIC (pitch) mo-
ments acting on the gyro can be expressed
or reduced to three relationships:

1. Propeller Thrustline relative to
CG vertically

2. CD (Center of Drag) relative to
Propeller Thrustline vertically

3. Horizontal Stabilizer Forces
relative to CG horizontally
Center of Gravity (CG):

The point in space where the entire
mass of the aircraft (including the rotor)
can be said to be centered.  For purposes
of this discussion, where pitch reactions
and stability are of primary concern, only
the vertical and longitudinal CG point is
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considered (viewed from the side of
the gyro).  The lateral CG is typically
centered side-to-side (viewed from the
front) and presents a different set of is-
sues not addressed in this discussion.
The vertical position of
the CG is important in
consideration of its po-
sition relative to the Pro-
peller Thrustline. The
longitudinal (fore and
aft) position of the CG
relative to the Rotor
Thrust Vector in flight is
important to the sensitiv-
ity of pitch control, and
to the pitch reaction of
the gyro to vertical wind gusts—the CG
must be forward of the Rotor Thrust
Vector in order that inherent positive sta-
bility margins (reaction to wind gusts and
control inputs) be maintained.

This longitudinal position of the CG
relative to the Rotor Thrust Vector is
analogous to the CG being forward of
the center of lift of a fixed wing airplane.
Generally, the more forward the CG is
to the Rotor Thrust Vector, the more com-
fortably the machine will ride through
wind gusts or respond to pilot control.
If the CG of the machine is allowed to
rotate rearward behind the Rotor Thrust
Vector (with a high thrustline and no cor-
rective horizontal stabilizer for instance),
the machine may respond to wind gusts
in a divergent or compounding way, re-
quiring certain proficiency of the pilot
to compensate and stabilize the machine.

Rotor Thrust Vector (RTV):
This is the thrust vector of the rotor,

sometimes referred to as the Rotor
Thrustline, and can be depicted as an
arrow (vector) pointing upward and per-
pendicular to the center
of the rotor disk.  This
will hereafter be re-
ferred to as the Rotor
Thrust Vector (RTV) to
avoid confusion with
the term Propeller
Thrustline.  The RTV is
essentially the “pull” of
the rotor on the
rotorhead of the gyro.

Typically, since the rotor disk is normally
tilted back by about 9 degrees in normal
level flight, the RTV is angled rearward
from the center of the rotor by the same
9 degrees.  This angle is established by
the Lift/Drag (L/D) of the rotor at that

particular flight speed and load.  The
RTV may be different for different ro-
tors and machines, and will change or
decrease in angle at different airspeeds
as the rotor disk flies at different angles.
In level flight, the RTV angle may vary
from as low as 3-4 degrees at high speed,
up to 11-12 degrees at slow speed and
high power.  This angle of the RTV is
originally why the Bensen mast was tilted
back at 9 degrees - an average or nomi-
nal angle of the disk at normal cruise.

Propeller Thrustline:
This is the essentially forward thrust

vector of the propeller and can be de-
picted as an arrow (vector) pointing for-
ward to the center of the propeller. The
Propeller Thrustline is important in con-
sideration of its vertical relationship to
the CG (Figure 2):

• A Propeller Thrustline vertically
positioned IN_LINE with the CG will
initially cause the CG to be positioned
directly ON the RTV - at ALL power
and speed settings.

• A propeller thrustline positioned
above the CG, by itself with no restor-
ing forces, will cause the CG to shift
close to, and possibly behind the RLV -
a less than ideal configuration.

• A Propeller Thrustline vertically

positioned BELOW the CG will initially
cause the CG to be positioned FOR-
WARD of the RTV - A GOOD thing!

Center of Drag (CD):
Viewed from the front of the gyro,

the CD is the vertical point at which the
total rotor AND airframe drag can be
said to be concentrated.  The vertical po-
sitioning of this CD is important in con-
sideration of the pitching moments cre-
ated by its position relative to the CG.
The vertical position of the CD may vary
with airspeed and angle of incidence of
the airframe to the relative wind.   The
total drag (in pounds) increases greatly
with forward airspeed and is highly de-
pendent on the aerodynamic shape (or
lack thereof) of all components of the air-
frame including wheels, landing gear, fu-
selage, mast and rotorhead.  The airframe
drag increases by the square of the air-
speed, so the CD becomes a more rel-
evant factor at higher speeds.  For clar-
ity of the effects of airframe drag on
the position of the CG, this discussion



will treat the AIRFRAME drag and
ROTOR drag separately.  Rotor drag
may sometimes be referred to as IN-
DUCED drag—the drag of the rotor cre-
ated as a function of creating LIFT.  Air-
frame drag may sometimes be referred
to as PARASITIC drag—the drag of all
other airframe components that are not
related to the creation of lift.  Airframe
or parasitic drag increases dramatically
at higher airspeeds with the square of air-
speed.  Rotor or induced drag is a func-
tion of the amount of lift created, and is
minimum at the best Lift/Drag (L/D) of
the rotor—typically in common gyros,
about 45 mph.  The propeller/engine
thrust (in pounds), in steady flight, equals
the total drag of the airframe AND rotor
(at that throttle setting).

The Center of Drag (CD) is impor-
tant in consideration of its pitching mo-
ment relative to the Propeller Thrustline
(Figure 3).  At higher airspeeds, this mo-
ment between a higher Propeller
Thrustline and a lower CD tends to ro-
tate the airframe and CG aft relative to
the RTV, making the gyro more unstable
or sensitive in control and to wind gusts.

Horizontal Stabilizer (HS):
A horizontal stabilizer may serve to

correct or compensate for other pitching
moments, depending on size, placement
and angle of incidence of the horizontal
stabilizer (Figure 4).  Without a Hori-
zontal Stabilizer or any other alternative
aerodynamic moments to force a pitch
up on the airframe (CG forced forward),
the Propeller Thrustline must be located
in line with or below the CG or CD to
create a static moment that holds the CG
adequately forward.

Static Pitching Mechanisms:
The Dynamic Stability of a gyro is

strongly a function of the longitudinal
(fore/aft) STATIC position of the CG -
relative to the RTV.  (This dynamic sta-
bility effect will be discussed in the next
installment of this series of articles.)
Statically, there are three equally signifi-
cant thrust and aerodynamic moments
which determine the STATIC pitch atti-
tude of the airframe and thereby deter-
mine the STATIC longitudinal position
of the CG - relative to the RTV.  It is
important to understand that it is the com-
bination of these three moments that de-
termine the STATIC position the CG for
adequate DYNAMIC stability.  It is a
gross mis-presentation of the stability
issue to focus on only one or two of these
factors.

To visualize these moments, these
three mechanisms are depicted separately
by considering that each of the other mo-
ments are nonexistent or cancelled for
that depiction.  Also, for this STATIC
analysis, it is helpful to resolve the rotor
thrust (RTV) into two component vec-
tors - LIFT and DRAG of the rotor. (See
Rotor THRUST, LIFT and DRAG
sidebar)  Later, in the DYNAMIC sta-
bility discussion in the next installment,
it will be more convenient to treat the
RTV in its single, non-resolved
THRUST vector depiction.

1. Propeller Thrust position rela-
tive to the CG  (Figure 5):  This is the
gyro feature that receives so much at-
tention and debate.  Figure 5 depicts a
“drag-free” airframe with no horizontal
stabilizer.  For un-accelerated level flight
(steady state), without airframe drag and
without a horizontal stabilizer, the pro-
peller thrust exactly equals the rotor drag.
Note that this is true for whatever power
or level airspeed we choose.  If the rotor

drag is less because the airspeed is dif-
ferent, the propeller thrust will be less as
well - for level flight.

 The offset between the rotor drag
vector and the propeller thrust vector cre-
ates a moment that rotates the airframe
(and CG) forward.  Considering the op-
posite balancing moment between the
rotor Lift and the CG weight, these two
moments balance to hold the CG forward
to a certain angle - typically to the nor-
mal flight angle of 9 degrees or so.  If
you do the Trigonometry, you discover
that the vertical location of the propeller
thrustline relative to the CG determines
how far forward the CG can be pushed -
relative to the RTV.  In fact, it works out

that if the Propeller and CG are exactly
aligned, the CG is rotated forward the
same exact angle that the rotor is tilted
back - the Lift/Drag ratio of the rotor or
typically 9 degrees.  This is true regard-
less of power or airspeed in steady, level
flight.  This is depicted in the center fig-
ure in Figure 2.

The Trig also reveals that the CG is
rotated forward by a different angle if
the propeller thrustline and CG are not
aligned, as depicted in the first and third
figures in Figure 2.  Keep in mind, this
is ignoring the other two static moments
on the airframe - CD and a horizontal

stabilizer.  So, a lower
propeller thrustline
(drop keel) can position
the CG to the more de-
sirable forward longitu-
dinal STATIC position
for improved DY-
NAMIC stability.

Note that the gyro



designer may elect to angle the en-
gine and Propeller Thrustline up or down
so as to reduce this static pitching mo-
ment in either direction.

2. CD relative to Propeller
Thrustline  (Refer to Figure 3, page 24):
This is the gyro feature that receives
much less attention but may actually be
the predominant factor in gyro instabil-
ity at higher airspeed.  When the airframe
is forced “nose-low” under any condi-
tion, the CG has physically moved aft
toward a less DYNAMICALLY stable
position.  Airframe CD is a less control-
lable factor.  The total airframe CD is a
sum of the drag factors of all the air-
frame components including wheels, fu-
selage, struts, etc.  Making this worse,
the drag of all these components increases
with the square of the airspeed.  Suffice
it to say, it is hard to determine just where
the CD is located and where it moves to,
at different airspeeds and airframe deck
angles!

Figure 3 depicts the same gyro as
Figure 5 (page 25).  But this time air-
frame drag is represented graphically to
show the effect of the offset between the
CD and the Propeller Thrustline.  Fig-
ure 3 depicts the Propeller Thrustline
aligned with the CG, so that that moment
itself is not a factor or pitching moment.
Intuitively (and with trigonometry) you
can see that any offset between the CD
and the Propeller Thrustline also causes
the CG to rotate fore or aft of the RTV
as depicted in the first and third figures
in figure 3.

Note that, as in (1) above, the gyro
designer may elect to angle the engine
and Propeller Thrustline up or down so
as to reduce this static pitching moment
in either direction.  But, note also that it
is much more difficult for the designer
to determine or predict the location of
the CD - especially for non-aerodynami-
cally clean airframes.

3.     Horizontal Stabilizer (Refer
to Figure 4 page 25):  This is the major
tool or feature the gyro designer can use
to position the CG relative to the RTV.
As seen in Figure 4, the CG can be posi-
tioned statically forward nearly as much

as desired with the use of an adequately
powerful inclined horizontal stabilizer.
The designer may position the Horizon-
tal Stabilizer in the free airstream to make
its pitch effect a pure function of air-

speed. Or, he may position it wholly or
somewhat in the prop blast to make its
effect a function of engine power AND
airspeed - such as to compensate for an
opposing propeller thrust or CD moment.

A source of much confusion and consternation, when attempting to visualize the
forces and moments acting on a gyro, is the resolution of rotor THRUST into its
virtual components of LIFT and DRAG.  Rotor THRUST is the force acting on
the rotor disk in reaction to the air passing through the disk.  This force normally
acts upwards and rearwards through, and parallel to, the axis of rotation of the
rotor.   For visual depiction, it is often helpful to geometrically resolve this single
THRUST vector into the two “virtual” vectors of LIFT and DRAG – as is done
in this installment discussing the STATIC moments on the gyro..  This rotor
force may, however,  be depicted either as these two virtual vectors of LIFT and
DRAG, or it may be depicted as a single THRUST vector – as will be done in the
following installment addressing DYNAMIC stability.

It is easier and more descriptive to depict the STATIC moments that effect the
airframe attitude by resolving the RTV into its “virtual” LIFT/DRAG compo-
nent vectors.  DYNAMICALLY, however, it is helpful to depict the RLV/CG
moment with the “real” single THRUST vector, without resolving the RTV into
lift/drag.  The confusion comes when one is tempted to apply or consider DRAG
or LIFT when those “virtual” component vectors have already been considered
in the original THRUST vector - not just mixing apples and oranges, but “double-
dipping” an extra apple as well!  It is important to diligently avoid using both
depictions in the same analysis.  This improper mixing often results in mislead-
ing conclusions.

The depictions in this series of articles show the rotor THRUST (and other “real’
forces) as a solid white vector arrow.  The virtual vectors of LIFT and DRAG
are depicted as dashed or checkered arrows, implying that these are “virtual”
vectors.   In either case, both depictions are of exactly the same force, just repre-
sented differently for visualization and analysis.  In either case, the resultant
“real” force is acting along the axis of rotation of the rotor, perpendicular to the
rotor disk.  This axis is important as, for DYNAMIC issues, it also defines the
angle of the resultant RLV in relation to the location of the airframe CG.  This
axis is the same whether the RLV is resolved into LIFT/DRAG or not.  This
rotor axis is depicted in all figures by the gray and white dashed line - in order to
show its position relative to the CG.

Rotor THRUST, LIFT and DRAG



The angle of incidence of the HS may be
utilized to compensate, a lot or a little,
for an otherwise “nose-low” (CG aft) air-
frame attitude.

The combination of these three
STATIC pitch moments or factors deter-
mine the longitudinal position of the CG
relative to the RLV – at a specific flight
condition.  As these flight conditions
change, the relevant forces and moments
arms change, and the CG may end up in

a different position relative to the RTV.
Since this relative position is a major
factor in flight stability (as will be ex-
plored in the next installment), this often
can lead to significantly different han-
dling and control qualities at different
airspeeds, power settings and loading.

Re-stating the purpose of this series
of articles: To raise understanding and
awareness of the many complicated is-

Sum of  STATIC  moments
In this article, the static moment pro-
duced by the CD is presented with a
moment arm relative to the Propeller
Thrustline, rather than to the CG. You
may be asking the question - shouldn’t
all static moments to be summed about
the CG for consistency?  Yes they
should - and they are.  But, Propeller
Thrust may be considered in two por-
tions - one offsetting the Rotor Drag,
and one offsetting the Airframe Drag.
It can then be shown that the real mo-
ment arm critical to CD is the vertical
offset between the CD and the Propel-
ler Thrustline, not the arm between the
CD and CG.  Surprisingly, we find that
the actual propeller or engine thrust is
not a factor. It is also shown that rotor
drag (or efficiency) can be a factor in
the fore/aft location of the CG.

Figure 6 shows this sum of the static
moments about the CG, where:
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We find that the critical factors are Ro-
tor Drag and the vertical alignment of
the Prop with the CG and CD - and the
HS effectiveness.  Again, the three
terms on the right are the “moment
adders”.  These three static moment
“adders” offset the CG location fore or
aft of the RTV as depicted in Figure 1.

Note that the moment arm associated
with Airframe Drag, D

f
 is now Y
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or the total vertical displacement be-
tween the CD and the Propeller
Thrustline.   This is important because
the offset between the CD and the pro-
peller thrustline may often be signifi-
cant, rather than the less substantial off-
set between the CD and the CG.  This
is why the CD can be such an impor-
tant factor at higher airspeeds.

sues, which limit your personal safe gyro
flight envelope.  The major cause of gyro
fatalities is pilot and machine suscepti-
bilities to instabilities, which ultimately
can result in a PPO event.  Certainly,
every person who has ever seriously
contemplated gyro flight well under-
stands the imperative to “never reverse
the airflow through the rotor” - or said
another way, “never cause negative
g’s!”   However, it is not enough to con-
sciously avoid ever doing that (jabbing
the stick forward, or pushing over the
top of a zoom).  From the numerous PPO
fatalities we continue to experience, it
is obvious there is more to it than sim-
ply “never doing it”!  There may be con-
ditions at the extremes of each of our
personal safe gyro flight envelopes
where we and/or the machine are not
equipped to avoid the events leading up
to the final PPO.

The next installment of this series
will discuss how these STATIC moments,
establishing the STATIC position of the
CG relative to the RTV, effect and in
large measure, determine the DYNAMIC
flight characteristics and stability of
your gyro.

Credit and Thanks.  I would like to
acknowledge a special thanks to Mike
Jackson for his assistance and encour-
agement in preparing this and the next
several installments on gyro stability.

Mike is a 21-year Air Force pilot
(retired), has a degree in Aerospace En-
gineering from the University of Colo-
rado, and is a graduate of the USAF Test
Pilot School.  Mike’s Air Force experi-
ence is mostly in fighter jets, but he has
owned a Cub and a Tiger Moth, and has
flown a “smattering” of helicpopters
and “a gyro.”  In assistance on this ar-
ticle, Mike has dusted off his old Test
Pilot textbooks and has consorted with
fellow test pilots who have experience
in the helicopter area.  Mike is currently
flying heavy iron for Southwest Airlines
and describes himself as a “gyro
wannabe.” We are truly fortunate to at-
tract such people as Mike to our sport,
and to avail ourselves of such back-
ground and skills.  Thanks,  Mike!
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